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Introduction

This Waterway Management Plan (WMP) has been prepared to support a
Planning Application for Multi Lot Subdivision (Staged) & Works (Roadworks) at
240 Clifton West Road, Mount Taylor.
It is anticipated that this WMP will be endorsed as part of a Planning Permit
ensuring compliance with the management and maintenance obligations
contained herein.
The prescribed management actions and works detailed within this plan are
specific to the series of Reserves which are being created as part of the
subdivision. Upon completion of the necessary works by the Developer the
Reserves will vest with Council who will be responsible for their long-term
management and maintenance.
This WMP is not intended to burden any residential allotments being created as
part of the subdivision. Whilst a number of residential allotments will be
established within 30.0 metres of a designated watercourse, Building Exclusion
Zones will form a restriction of the Formal Plan of Subdivision. This will provide
adequate protection to the waterway and negate the need for these allotments
to be burdened by the WMP.
2.

Site Analysis

The subject land is formally described as TP278078 and is approximately
43.22ha in area. It has historically been utilised for grazing purposes and is
dissected by a watercourse which traverses both the northern and the southern
portions of the site generally in an east west direction.

Mapped
Watercourse

Aerial view of subject land with mapped watercourse – Source: VicPlan
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The subdivision layout nominates the creation of a large reserve system which
will encompass the majority of the natural drainage network as dissecting the
site. These reserve areas will also contain three large dams which are located
along the natural watercourse.

Dam to be Filled

Proposed
Reserves

Proposed
Reserves

Proposed Subdivision Layout

A larger dam located on the north-western section of the site within proposed
Lot 4 will be removed as part of the proposal which is considered appropriate
given its location at the head of the waterway and proximity to residential use.
The existing watercourse forms part of the wider catchment and is important for
the ongoing health and integrity of the waterway system. This designated
waterway does not hold water permanently however does provide a natural
drainage function. Whilst it has good grass coverage, it is predominantly
covered by non-native pastoral species.

Looking in a south westerly direction of the existing watercourse
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The site has a rolling hills landform and displays good grass coverage with low
to moderate changes in elevation. The steepest section of the site is
approximately 1:5 and whilst the land has been utilised for grazing purposes
there is currently no evidence of erosion.

Looking in a westerly direction towards the watercourse dissecting the southern portion
of the subject land

3.

Management & Maintenance

The objective of this Plan is to protect and manage the waterway/drainage
systems within the proposed Reserves to ensure land use change will not have
any detrimental environmental impacts on water quality or flow.
To adequately protect and manage the waterway/drainage system the
Developers and Council are to undertake the following actions to ensure the
objective is met:
•

Comply with WMP at all times

•

Abide by the exclusion zone
(no buildings, wastewater treatment or stock)

•

Revegetate the inner zone and outer zone areas consistent with the
WMP

•

Undertake regular monitoring of the waterway and maintain as required

•

Control and manage weed species

•

Maintain continued free passage of drainage

•

Protect and maintain water quality and environmental values
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The parties responsible for implementing the WMP are also encouraged to
liaise with the East Gippsland Catchment Management Authority if there is any
significant change that results in the integrity of the waterway being
compromised.
3.1

Sequencing of Management Actions
MANAGEMENT GOALS
Short Term

Medium Term

Long Term

Developer Responsibility

Developer Responsibility

Landowner (Municipal Council)

0 – Certificate of Practical
Completion of Works

24 months following the issue of Practical
Completion of Works

Completion of 24 month maintenance
period onwards

Establish Exclusion Zone

Maintain Exclusion Zone

Maintain Exclusion Zone

Fencing of Reserves

Ongoing weed management

Weed Management

Replace dead/diseased plants
to meet target success rate of
80%
Overstorey foliage cover to remain
<10%

Ongoing weed management
Overstorey foliage cover to
remain <10%

Undertake
work

revegetation

Watering
Replace
plants

dead/diseased

Monitoring

Monitoring

Note: Number of plants to be established for 80% success rate is provided on page 10

The management actions associated with the WMP will need to be undertaken
having regard for the staged manner of the subdivision. The Reserve on the
northern portion of the site (Reserve 4) will be created ahead of the remaining
sections will be created as part of Stage 3.
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Management Actions

The following management actions will need to be undertaken within the
Reserve system consistent with the short, medium and long term management
goals to ensure the waterway system is enhanced and the risk of degradation is
reduced.
3.2.1 Exclusion Zones
It is considered necessary to exclude buildings, wastewater treatment facilities
and stock from within 30.0 metres of the designated watercourse to ensure the
health and integrity of the waterway is not compromised.
The Plan shows a 30.0 metre buffer either side of the watercourse which
encompasses most of the Reserve system and dissects a number of residential
allotments.
The land within the 30.0 metre buffer forms the Exclusion Zone for which no
buildings or wastewater treatment can occur, and no stock can be provided.
Given the Reserves will ultimately vest with Council and will continue to provide
a drainage function enhanced through extensive revegetation work, the
exclusion zone requirements will be easily upheld. The Reservation status will
prevent establishment of residential development and associated wastewater
treatment in these areas and stock will naturally be excluded given the site
context.
The simple action of removing stock from the area will dramatically enhance the
water quality as it will reduce the risk of erosion, deposition of soils and
pollutants from stock waste.
The allotments identified as containing land within 30.0 metres of the
watercourse have each been provided with Building Exclusion Zones which will
be registered as a restriction on the Plan of Subdivision.
The Building Exclusion Zone will ensure that future residential development is
setback appropriately from the watercourse, so it does not impede its health. It
will also negate the need for any residential allotments to be bound by this
WMP.
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Exclusion Zones
No earthworks or other significant disturbance activities are to
occur within the exclusion zones, unless associated with protection
and enhancement of the environmental qualities of the waterways,
and only with prior written approval from the East Gippsland
Catchment Management Authority.
Minor works such as enhancement planting and weed
management are acceptable activities that can be undertaken
within the exclusion zone areas in accordance with the WMP or
otherwise as approved in writing by the East Gippsland Catchment
Management Authority.

Any works within 20 metres of the designated waterway as defined under
Section 188 of the Water Act 1989 require a Works on Waterways Permit from
the East Gippsland Catchment Management Authority under the Water Act 1989
before any activity commences.
3.2.2 Weed Control
The waterway and associated Exclusion Zone are currently well covered with
pastural grasses and are not currently being adversely impacted by any
significant weed species.
As part of the revegetation work the non-native grasses covering the
revegetation areas will need to be removed. These grasses are currently aiding
in binding the soil and reducing the erosion hazard so careful consideration will
need to be taken to ensure the revegetation works occur soon after the pastoral
grasses are removed.
The introduction of residential development on adjoining land has the potential
to accelerate the introduction and dispersal of weed species and it is therefore
important to undertake monitoring of the area and act as appropriate to ensure
weed species do not establish within the waterway buffer.
The ongoing monitoring and maintenance of weed species should be easily
achieved and not pose a burden in the long term as the revegetation planting
will have established thereby reducing weed competition.
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3.2.3 Revegetation
To enhance the quality of the existing watercourse and to reduce sediment and
nutrients from entering the waterway system an element of revegetation work
will be undertaken along the watercourse as shown on the accompanying Plan.
The revegetation work will be confined to the proposed Reserve system which
has been designed to correspond generally with the location of the existing
waterway.
An inner buffer of 10.0 metres either side of the watercourse will be revegetated
with denser plantings of 4 plants per square metre to minimise erosion risk and
long term maintenance. An outer revegetation buffer of varying width will
comprise 2 plants per square metre.
The width of the outer buffer varies slightly to ensure that there is adequate
grassed area available adjacent to the boundaries of the Reserve for a lawn
mower to make a return trip for maintenance purposes and to accommodate
services and drainage infrastructure.
Given the future residential context of the area, careful consideration has been
given to the style and extent of revegetation to ensure a balance is provided
between the residential use and environmental values and constraints.
Ecological Vegetation Class (EVC) mapping from 2005 identifies that small
sections of the site represent either EVC 877: Lowland Herb-rich Forest or EVC
16: Lowland Forest of the East Gippsland Lowlands Bioregion.

2005 EVC Mapping – Source: Nature Kit
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The EVC mapping for pre 1750 shows that the western portion of the site
contained EVC 16: Lowland Forest whilst the remainder of the property
comprised EVC 877: Lowland Herb-rich Forest of the East Gippsland Lowlands
Bioregion.

EVC 16
EVC 877

Pre 1750 EVC Mapping – Source: Nature Kit

The revegetation work will need to be more representative of a ‘Grassland’
rather than ‘Forest’ under Australia Standard AS3959:2018, Construction of
building in bushfire prone areas to ensure future residential development on
adjoining allotments is not exposed to a severe bushfire hazard.
It is therefore necessary revegetation includes a high concentration of grassy
and understorey species with only limited scattered overstorey species resulting
in less than 10% canopy foliage cover. Whilst the species composition will be
more representative of a grassland, the species to be selected are to be
representative of both EVC 16: Lowland Forest & EVC 877: Lowland Herb-rich
Forest to resemble the naturally occurring vegetation type.
The Appendices to this Report provide examples of suitable species to be
utilised as part of the revegetation work which are representative of the
applicable Ecological Vegetation Classes. Whilst use of species from this list is
encouraged, species selection will be dependant upon availability. Other trees
and groundcovers can form part of the revegetation work however they must be
native to Victoria.
The following tables provide a break down on how the planting density and
overall plant numbers have been derived for the revegetation work to be
undertaken within the various sections of the Reserve system.
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10m Inner Zone

Outer Zone

Revegetation Area (ha)

1.11ha

0.697ha

Revegetation Area (m²)

11,100m²

6970m²

Number of Trees / Large Shrubs to be planted

16

0

Number of Trees / Large Shrubs to be established for 80%
success rate

13

0

4/m²

2/m²

Number of Groundcovers to be Planted

44,400

13,940

Number of Groundcovers to be established for 80% success rate

35,520

11,152

10m Inner Zone

Outer Zone

Revegetation Area (ha)

0.42ha

0.174ha

Revegetation Area (m²)

4200m²

1740m²

Number of Trees / Large Shrubs to be planted

9

0

Number of Trees / Large Shrubs to be established for 80%
success rate

7

0

4/m²

2/m²

Number of Groundcovers to be Planted

16,800

3,480

Number of Groundcovers to be established for 80% success rate

13,440

2,784

10m Inner Zone

Outer Zone

Revegetation Area (ha)

0.126ha

0.131ha

Revegetation Area (m²)

1260m²

1310m²

Number of Trees / Large Shrubs to be planted

4

0

Number of Trees / Large Shrubs to be established for 80%
success rate

3

0

Planting Density for Groundcovers

4/m²

2/m²

Number of Groundcovers to be Planted

5,040

2620

Number of Groundcovers to be established for 80% success rate

4,032

2,096

10m Inner Zone

Outer Zone

Revegetation Area (ha)

0.53ha

0.758ha

Revegetation Area (m²)

4300m²

7580m²

Number of Trees / Large Shrubs to be planted

15

0

Number of Trees / Large Shrubs to be established for 80%
success rate

12

XX

4/m²

2/m²

Number of Groundcovers to be Planted

17,200

15,160

Number of Groundcovers to be established for 80% success rate

13,760

12,128

Planting Density for Groundcovers

Reserve No. 2 (1.55ha)

Planting Density for Groundcovers

Reserve No. 3 (5123m²)

Reserve No. 4 (2.611ha)

Planting Density for Groundcovers
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Whilst trees / large shrubs are required to be planted within the revegetation
area, careful consideration will need to be given when spacing them out to
ensure that the overstorey foliage cover remains less than 10%.
The planting of trees / large shrubs is to be excluded from the revegetation area
to the west of the overhead powerline easement within Reserve 1. The purpose
is to prevent the occurrence of a fire hazard which connects the revegetation
with the established vegetation on the western side of Clifton West Road.

Established
vegetation
classified
under
AS3959 as
‘Forest’

Trees & Large
Shrub Exclusion
Area

Proposed Subdivision Layout
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Revegetation
Action

Requirements

Timing

The work to be undertaken within the Reserve areas including revegetation
will be undertaken in a staged manner as Reserve No 4 (2.611ha) will be
created as part of Stage 2 and the remainder of the Reserves (Reserves
No’s 1, 2 & 3) will be created as part of Stage 3.
The revegetation work is to be undertaken in the short term by the Developer
before the issue of a Certificate for Practical Completion of Works.
Best months for revegetation of tube stock are typically between June and
early September.
In the event conditions are not satisfactory or unforeseen circumstances
occur which prevent the revegetation work from occurring within this
timeframe, the landowner must liaise with the East Gippsland Catchment
Management Authority to ensure an acceptable outcome is achieved.

Removal of
pastoral
grasses

Given the nature of the pastoral grasses it is expected that they will best be
removed by application of herbicide and / or by machinery.

Plant Selection

It is preferable that tube stock be utilised for revegetation planting over
seeding, as it typically results in a higher success rate. There is also the
option to utilise more established plants, if desired.

Planting
Method

Excavate a hole which is sufficient in size to accommodate root balls of the
plants plus topsoil backfill. All weeds and other vegetation should be cleared
within a 300mm radius of the planting.

Placing
Method

Minimal disturbance should be given to root ball when removing the plant
from the container. The root ball should be moist and placed in the centre of
the hole then the topsoil should be backfilled.

Fertilising
pellets

Place fertiliser pellets (slow release) around plants at the time of planting.

Backfilling

Backfilling should be undertaken with the topsoil and then lightly watered to
eliminate air pockets. Careful consideration should be given to ensure topsoil
is not placed over the top of the root ball, ensuring that the stem of the plant
remains the same height above ground as it was in the container.

Watering
Timing

Thoroughly water the plants before undertaking the revegetation work then
again immediately after planting. Further watering will then need to be
undertaken on a needs basis to maintain sufficient rate of growth.

Weed
Management

Management actions will need to be undertaken to ensure that weeds are
supressed. This could be undertaken in a number of ways however could be
achieved through the use of geotextile weed matting or mulching for
example.

Tree guards

Tree guards should be used in the event grazing animals (ie. rabbits) are
problematic within the area, otherwise they are unnecessary.

Monitoring

Once the revegetation work has been completed it should be monitored on
an ongoing basis. Further action can then be promptly undertaken to rectify
any issues, as they arise.

Success Rate

Aim for 80% success rate.
In the event plants become diseased, die or become severely damaged, they
should be replaced to achieve a success rate of at least 80%.
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3.2.4 Fencing
It is expected that the Reserve boundaries will be fenced prior to issue of
Statement of Compliance for each relevant stage of the subdivision. Careful
consideration will need to be given when undertaking relevant fencing within
30.0 metres of the watercourse to ensure it is not compromised.
Any fencing of the Reserve boundaries will need to allow for the free passage of
water and be designed to have no adverse impacts on the hydrology or water
quality. This can be achieved by careful selection of fencing style and
associated design.
For example, post and wire, wire woven mesh or post and rail fencing styles
would be acceptable fencing styles.
3.2.5 Monitoring
Short Term
The short term includes the period of time up to which a Certificate of Practical
Completion of Works is issued for the works to be undertaken within the
Reserve systems.
The Developer will be responsible for establishing the revegetation across the
reserve system and undertaking the initial works associated with weed
management and maintenance in the short term.
This will also mean that the Developer is responsible during this period for
ongoing monitoring of the waterways system and complying with the WMP at all
times.
Whilst there is no formal register or form for undertaking the ongoing monitoring
it is recommended that it be visually surveyed at least four times a year until the
weed management and revegetation work is undertaken.
Once the weed management and revegetation work has been undertaken it is
then expected that monitoring become more frequent. This more frequent
surveillance will naturally occur given the need for the ongoing watering and the
replacement of dead / diseased plants during this phase of the project.
If the Developer observes the waterway system as suffering detrimental affects
during this time, such as erosion or significant weed infestation, advice should
be sought from the East Gippsland Catchment Management Authority before any
remedial works are undertaken.
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Medium Term
The medium term includes a period of 24 months following the issue of the
Certificate of Practical Completion of Works wherein the Developer will remain
responsible for the ongoing management and maintenance of the Reserve
system. Consequently, during this period the Developer will remain responsible
for adhering to the requirements of the WMP.
Given the need for ongoing weed management, replacement of dead / diseased
plants to meet the target of 80% success rate and the need to ensure the
overstorey foliage cover remains at 10% frequent monitoring is expected to be
undertaken during this phase of the project.
Again, whilst there is no formal register or form for undertaking the ongoing
monitoring it is recommended that it be visually surveyed a minimum of four
times a year. However, these observations are likely to be much more frequent
given the work required to uphold the requirements of the WMP.
If the Developer observes the waterway system as suffering detrimental affects
during this time, such as erosion or significant weed infestation, advice should
be sought from the East Gippsland Catchment Management Authority before any
remedial works are undertaken.
Long Term
The long term commences at the conclusion of the 24 month maintenance
period when the responsibility for the management and maintenance of the
Reserve systems is handed over from the Developer to the East Gippsland
Shire Council. Consequently, from this point Council will become responsible for
adhering to the requirements of the WMP.
At this point in time the revegetation should be well established and there
should be little weed competition meaning that the frequency for monitoring can
be reduced and be relatively infrequent.
An acceptable monitoring schedule would be twice a year during the long term
phase however in reality it will occur more frequently. Council will be
undertaking other maintenance work within the Reserves such as lawn mowing
where they will have the opportunity to undertake more informal monitoring.
If the Council observes the waterway system as suffering detrimental affects
during this time, such as erosion or significant weed infestation, it is
recommended that advice be sought from the East Gippsland Catchment
Management Authority before any remedial works are undertaken.
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Conclusion

In summary this WMP has been prepared to ensure that the waterway will not
be compromised adversely by the subdivision and associated future residential
development.
The implementation of the 30.0 metre exclusion zone from the watercourse will
reduce the risk of the waterway system being compromised. This coupled with
the revegetation work within the reserve and associated ongoing monitoring and
maintenance will ensure that the health of the waterway is enhanced and does
not unduly decline.
The Reservation use of the land can occur concurrently with the natural
drainage system provided there is respect for the environmental components of
the land.

AMIE INGWERSEN
Natural Resource Planner
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Appendix A
List of species suitable for revegetation – EVC 16: Lowland Forest
Lifeform
Trees / Large
Shrubs
>5m

Groundcovers
and climbers

EVC 16: Lowland Forest
Apple-topped Box (Eucalyptus angophoroides)
Yertchuk (Eucalyptus consideniana)
Mountain Grey Gum (Eucalyptus cypellocarpa)
White Stringybark (Eucalyptus globoidea)
Red Stringybark (Eucalyptus macrorhyncha)
Yellow Stringybark (Eucalyptus muelleriana)
Red Box (Eucalyptus polyanthemos)
Silvertop Ash (Eucalyptus sieberi)
Red Ironbark (Eucalyptus tricarpa)
Black Wattle (Acacia mearnsii)
Blackwood (Acacia melanoxylon)
Golden Wattle (Acacia pycnantha)
Sunshine Wattle (Acacia terminalis)
Black She-oak (Allocasuarina littoralis)
Tree Hakea (Hakea eriantha)
Cherry Ballart (Exocarpos cupressiformis)
Wallaby-grasses (Austrodanthonia spp.)
Spear-grasses (Austrostipa spp.)
Common Apple-berry (billardiera scandens)
Creeping Bossiaea (Bossiaea prostrata)
Blue Pin Cushon (Brunonia australis)
Bulbine Lily (Bulbine bulbosa)
Mountain Clematis (Clematis aristate)
Black-anther Flax-lily (Dianella admixta)
Paroo Lily (Dianella caerulea)
Flax-lily (Dianella longifolia var. longifolia)
Red-fruit Saw-sedge (Gahnia sieberiana)
Germander Raspwort (Gonocarpus teucrioides)
Silvertop Wallaby-grass (Joycea pallida)
Running Postman (Kennedia prostrata)
Vaiable Sword-sedge (Lepidosperma laterale)
Wattle Mat-rush (Lomandra filiformis)
Spiny-headed Mat-rush (Lomandra longifolia)
Cluster-headed Mat-rush (Lomandra longifolia ssp. Exilis)
Weeping Grass (Microlaena stipoides var.stipoides)
Wonga Vine (pandorea pandorana)
Leafy Purple-flag (patersonia glabrata)
Handsome Flat-pea (Platylobium formosum)
Tussock-grasses (Poa spp.)
Hairy Fan-flower (Scaevola ramosissima)
Nodding Blue Lily (Stypandra glauca)
Forest Wire-grass (Tetrarrhena juncea)
Kangaroo Grass (Themeda triandra)
Twining Fringe-lily (Thysanotus patersonii)
Yellow Rush-lily (Tricoryne elatior)
Blue Bells (Wahlenbergia spp.)
Ivy-leaf Violet (Viola hederacea)
Small Grass-tree (Xanthorrhoea minor ssp.)
Golden Everlasting (Xerochrysum bracteantum)
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Appendix B
List of species suitable for revegetation – EVC 877: Lowland herb-rich Forest
Lifeform
Trees / Large
Shrubs
>5m

Groundcovers
and climbers

EVC 877: Lowland Herb-rich Forest
Apple-topped Box (Eucalyptus angophoroides)
Mountain Grey Gum (Eucalyptus cypellocarpa)
White Stringybark (Eucalyptus globoidea)
Red Box (Eucalyptus polyanthemos)
Red Stringybark (Eucalyptus macrorhyncha)
Black Wattle (Acacia mearnsii)
Blackwood (Acacia melanoxylon)
Wallaby-grasses (Austrodanthonia spp.)
Spear-grasses (Austrostipa spp.)
Common Apple-berry (Billardiera scandens)
Creeping Bossiaea (Bossiaea prostrata)
Paroo Lily (Dianella caerulea var. caerulea)
Short-stem Sedge (Carex breviculmis)
Love creeper (Comesperma volubile)
Thatch Saw-sedge (Gahnia radula)
Variable Glycine (Glycine tabacina)
Button Everlasting (Helichrysum scorpioides)
Common Hovea (Hovea linearis)
Silvertop Wallaby-grass (Joycea pallida)
Wattle Mat-rush (Lomandra filiformis)
Spiny-headed Mat-rush (Lomandra longifolia)
Weeping grass (Microlaena stipoides var.stipoides)
Grey Tussock-grass (Poa sieberiana)
Small Poranthera (Poranthera microphylla)
Slender Fireweed (Senecio tenuiflorus)
Nodding Blue-lily (Stypandra glauca)
Ivy-leaf Violet (Viola hederacea)
Showy Violet (Viola betonicifolia)
Trailing Speedwell (Veronica plebeian)
Yellow Rush-lily (Tricoryne elatior)
Tall Bluebell (Wahlenbergia stricta)

Note: Revegetation comprising species from the above tables is encouraged however
use of such species will be dependant upon availability. Other species can form
part of the revegetation work however they must be native to Victoria and where
possible representative of the applicable EVC.
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1

INTRODUCTION

onemilegrid has been requested by Crowther & Sadler Pty Ltd to undertake a Transport Impact
Assessment of the proposed residential subdivision at 240 Clifton West Road, Mount Taylor.
As part of this assessment the subject site has been inspected with due consideration of the
development proposal, traffic data has been sourced and relevant background reports have
been reviewed.

2

EXISTING CONDITIONS

2.1

Site Location

The subject site is located on the east side of Clifton West Road, approximately 2.3 kilometres north
of Bullumwaal Road as shown in Figure 1 below. The site has a frontage to Clifton West Road of
approximately 425 metres and a total area of approximately 43 hectares.
Figure 1

Site Location

Subject Site

Copyright Street Directory

The site is currently occupied by a few single level buildings, with vehicle access via a crossover to
Clifton West Road.
Land use in the immediate vicinity of the site is mixed in nature, and includes residential subdivisions
to the south of the site along Clifton West Road as well as various farming land to the north.
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2.2

Planning Zones and Overlays

It is shown in Figure 2 that the site is located within a Low Density Residential Zone (LDRZ).
Figure 2

Planning Scheme Zones

Subject Site
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2.3
2.3.1

Road Network
Clifton West Road

Clifton West Road is a local road generally aligned north-south, running between Bullumwaal Road
in the south and Boyds Road in the north. Clifton West Road provides a sealed carriageway which
includes a single traffic lane in each direction adjacent to the site.
An 80km/h speed limit applies to Clifton West Road in the vicinity of the site.
The cross-section of Clifton West Road at the frontage of the site is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3

Clifton West Road, looking north from the subject site

Figure 4

Clifton West Road, looking south from the subject site
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2.3.2

Bullumwaal Road / Clifton West Road Intersection

Bullumwaal Road is an arterial road connecting Bairnsdale and Bullumwaal, with Bullumwaal being
located approximately 17kms north of Bairnsdale. Bullumwaal Road provides a single traffic lane in
each direction at the intersection with Clifton West Road, and runs in a northwest-southeast
direction where the north-south Clifton West Road intersects.
A view of the intersection alignment/configuration is shown in Figure 5, with photos from multiple
approaches along the intersection shown in Figure 6 – Figure 9.
Figure 5

Intersection Configuration
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Figure 6

Bullumwaal Road, looking north towards Clifton West Road

Bullumwaal Road
Hodges
Estate Road

Figure 7

Clifton
West Road

Bullumwaal Road, looking south towards Clifton West

Bullumwaal Road

Hodges
Estate Road

Clifton
West Road
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Figure 8

Clifton West Road, looking south towards Bullumwaal Road intersection

Bullumwaal Road

Clifton West Road

Figure 9

Clifton West Road, looking north from Bullumwaal Road intersection

Bullumwaal Road
Clifton West Road
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2.4

Daily Traffic Volumes

Traffic volume, speed and classification surveys were undertaken by Trans Traffic Survey on behalf
of onemilegrid on Clifton West Road outside property 240 (subject site), for a one-week period from
Wednesday 17th November 2021 to Tuesday 23rd November 2021 inclusive.
The results of the surveys are summarised in Table 1 below.
Table 1

Traffic Volume and Speed Surveys – Clifton West Road

Time Period
Weekday
Average

7 Day Average

2.5

Traffic Volume
(vpd)

Average Speed
(km/h)

85th Percentile
Speed (km/h)

Northbound

53

65.6

73.5

Southbound

55

65.4

72.4

Both Directions

108

65.1

72.4

Northbound

62

66.8

74.7

Southbound

62

67.3

73.9

Both Directions

124

66.9

73.6

Direction

Peak Hour Intersection Volumes

Traffic volume surveys were undertaken by Trans Traffic Survey on behalf of onemilegrid at the
intersection of Bullumwaal Road / Clifton West Road on the following dates and times:
Table 2

Turning Movement Survey Details
Day

Date

Time 1 (inclusive*)

Time 2 (inclusive*)

Interval

Thursday

18/11/2021

6am – 10am

3pm – 7pm

15 minutes

Saturday

20/11/2021

10am – 2pm

N/a

15 minutes

The peak hour results of the surveys are shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11 below.
Figure 10

Existing Traffic Volumes – Thursday 18th November 2021
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Figure 11

Existing Traffic Volumes – Saturday 20th November 2021

2.6

Peak Hour Intersection Operation

To assess the operation of the intersection the traffic volumes have been input into SIDRA
Intersection, a traffic modelling software package.
The SIDRA Intersection software package has been developed to provide information on the
capacity of an intersection with regard to a number of parameters. Those parameters considered
relevant are, Degree of Saturation (DoS), 95th Percentile Queue, and Average Delay as described
below.
Table 3

SIDRA Intersection Parameters

Parameter

Description
The DoS represents the ratio of the traffic volume making a particular
movement compared to the maximum capacity for that particular
movement. The value of the DoS has a corresponding rating depending on
the ratio as shown below.
Degree of Saturation
Rating

Degree of
Saturation (DoS)

Average Delay
(seconds)
95th Percentile
(95%ile) Queue

Up to 0.60

Excellent

0.61 – 0.70

Very Good

0.71 – 0.80

Good

0.81 – 0.90

Fair

0.91 – 1.00

Poor

Above 1.00

Very Poor

It is noted that whilst the range of 0.91 – 1.00 is rated as ‘poor’, it is acceptable
for critical movements at an intersection to be operating within this range
during high peak periods, reflecting actual conditions in a significant number
of suburban signalised intersections.
Average delay is the time delay that can be expected for all vehicles
undertaking a particular movement in seconds.
95%ile queue represents the maximum queue length in metres that can be
expected in 95% of observed queue lengths in the peak hour
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The results of the analysis are provided in Table 4 below.
Table 4

Bullumwaal Road / Clifton West Road – Existing Conditions
Approach

DoS

Performance

Avg. Delay
(sec)

Queue (m)

Weekday AM Peak Hour
Bullumwaal Road (SE)

0.03

Excellent

2

1

Clifton West Road (N)

0.03

Excellent

6

1

Bullumwaal Road (NW)

0.05

Excellent

0

0

Bullumwaal Road (SE)

0.09

Excellent

2

2

Clifton West Road (N)

0.04

Excellent

6

1

Bullumwaal Road (NW)

0.03

Excellent

0

0

Bullumwaal Road (SE)

0.06

Excellent

2

2

Clifton West Road (N)

0.03

Excellent

6

1

Bullumwaal Road (NW)

0.03

Excellent

0

0

Weekday PM Peak Hour

Saturday Peak Hour

As shown above, all legs of the intersection currently operate under ‘excellent’ conditions, with
close to no queues or delays experienced by motorists during the peak hours on a typical weekday
or Saturday.
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3

DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL

3.1

General

Based on the plans prepared by Crowther & Sadler Pty Ltd dated 28 July 2021, it is proposed to
develop the subject site for the purposes of a residential subdivision consisting of 65 residential lots.
All lots are proposed to be accessed via the proposed internal roadway connecting to a single
access point to Clifton West Road to the west.
The residential lot sizes will range in size from 4,000 m2 to 1.26 hectares.
The layout of the proposed subdivision is shown in Figure 12 below.
Figure 12

Proposed Subdivision Layout
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3.2

Internal Road Network

The subdivision will be serviced by a proposed internal road network consistent with that identified
within the Infrastructure Design Manual (IDM).
A 20 metre wide Rural Living Access Road is proposed throughout the subdivision to provide access
to all lots, with shoulders provided within both sides of the road. The proposed road characteristics
will comprise of 6.2 metre minimum wide seals and 1.5 metre minimum shoulder widths.
Figure 13

Low Density Residential Access Road – IDM

3.3

Site Access

It is proposed to have site access via a single road from a new intersection with Clifton West Road.
It is proposed to widen the existing carriageway of Clifton West Road to the east to provide a short
channelised right turn lane into the site for northbound approaching vehicles, with the through
lanes and turn lane being 3.5-metre-wide.
The northbound through lane is proposed to maintain the existing road alignment.
A concept layout plan of the site access arrangements is attached in Appendix A.
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4

RESIDENTIAL SUBDIVISION DESIGN ASSESSMENT

4.1

Infrastructure Design Manual

The Infrastructure Design Manual (IDM) is a document prepared by numerous Victorian rural and
regional Councils, providing a set of consistent requirements and standards for the design and
development of infrastructure.
The manual provides cross-sectional requirements for rural and urban roads, with the relevant
requirements to the subject site reproduced in Table 5.
Table 5

IDM Road Cross-Sectional Requirements – Rural Roads

Road Type

Max. Traffic
Volumes
(veh/day)

Min. Reserve

Seal Width

Min. Shoulder
Width

Kerbing

Rural Living Access
Road

1,000

20.0m

6.2m

1.5m

nil

As previously mentioned, all internal roads are proposed to be designed as a Rural Living Access
Road, which provides a 20 metre road reserve, 6.2 metre seal width and a should width of 1.5
metres in accordance with the IDM standards.
The internal road design is therefore considered to be acceptable.

4.2

Service Vehicle Turnaround

Court bowls at the end of the two dead-ends within the subdivision have been designed with a 10metre-radius, in accordance with the IDM standards to ensure waste collection and emergency
services vehicles can turnaround and are considered acceptable.

4.3

Site Access

Swept path diagrams have been prepared and are attached in Appendix B which demonstrate
access to and from the development via the new internal road network and turn treatment at the
intersection with Clifton West Road.
The swept paths for the intersection have been undertaken for an 8.8m Medium Rigid Vehicles
(Design Vehicle) and a 12.5m HRV (Check Vehicle).
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5

TRAFFIC

5.1

Traffic Generation

Surveys undertaken at other traffic engineering firms at residential dwellings have shown that the
daily traffic generation rates vary depending on the size, location and type of the dwelling, the
parking provision and proximity to local facilities and public transport.
It is generally accepted that single dwellings on a lot in out suburban or rural areas may generate
traffic at up to 10 vehicle trips per day, whilst in areas with good public transport, and for high
density dwellings, low traffic generation rates are often recorded.
Considering the size of the lots proposed and the relative lack of alternative transport options and
other services, it is anticipated that the proposed development may generate up to 10 vehicle trips
per day per lot.
Application of the traffic generation rate above to the proposed 65 residential lots, it is expected to
generate up to approximately 650 vehicle trips per day and approximately 65 trips during morning
and afternoon peak hours.
Traffic volumes generated by residential developments are typically tidal, with the majority of
movements in the AM peak hour occurring in the outbound direction and the majority of
movements in the PM peak hour occurring in the inbound direction.
For the purposes of the assessment, the following directional splits will be adopted,
➢

Weekday AM peak hour:

70% outbound and 30% inbound

➢

Weekday PM peak hour:

40% outbound and 60% inbound

➢

Saturday peak hour:

50% outbound and 50% inbound

Using the directional splits outlined above, the anticipated peak hour traffic volumes anticipated to
be generated are outlined in Table 6 below.
Table 6

Anticipated Traffic Generation
Period

Inbound Volume

Outbound Volume

Two-Way Volume

Weekday AM Peak Hour

19

46

65

Weekday PM Peak Hour

39

26

65

Saturday Peak Hour

32

33

65

5.2

Traffic Distribution

Having regard to the site’s locality, it is not anticipated that many vehicles will enter and/or depart
the site to the north and for the purposes of a conservative assessment it is assumed that all
vehicles in the peak hour will access the site via the south.
Further to the above, it is anticipated that all vehicles will utilise the Bullumwaal Road / Clifton West
Road intersection and that 90% of traffic will be from the east (towards Wy Yung & Bairnsdale) and
10% will be from the west.
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5.3

Generated Traffic Volumes

Based on the above, the following traffic volumes are expected to be generated by the proposed
development at the site access intersection with Clifton West Road as well as the Bullumwaal Road
/ Clifton West Road intersection.
Figure 14

Generated Traffic Volumes – Site Access / Clifton West Road

Clifton West Rd
N

Site Access

46
26
33

19
39
32

AM Peak
PM Peak
SAT Peak
Clifton West Rd
Figure 15

Generated Traffic Volumes – Bullumwaal Rd / Clifton West Rd
Clifton West Rd
N

AM Peak

41
23
30

2
4
3
17
35
29

PM Peak

SAT Peak
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5.4
5.4.1

Traffic Impact
Daily Traffic Impact

As previously outlined, the proposed development is expected to generate in the order of 650
traffic movements per day. Based on the traffic surveys undertaken at the site frontage (Section
2.4), it can be seen that Clifton West Road currently caters for up to 124 vehicles per day.
The future volumes (approx. 800 vpd) are still expected well within the environmental capacity of a
Collector Road (up to 6,000 vehicles per day as per the IDM) and is therefore considered to be
appropriate.

5.4.2

Peak Hour Intersection Impact

To assess the future operation of the Bullumwaal Road / Clifton West Road intersection, the
generated traffic volumes shown in Figure 15 were superimposed over the existing traffic volumes
and input into SIDRA Intersection, a traffic modelling software package.
The results of the future analysis are provided in Table 4 below.
Table 7

Bullumwaal Road / Clifton West Road – Future Conditions
Approach

DoS

Performance

Avg. Delay
(sec)

Queue (m)

Weekday AM Peak Hour
Bullumwaal Road (SE)

0.04

Excellent

3

1

Clifton West Road (N)

0.06

Excellent

6

2

Bullumwaal Road (NW)

0.05

Excellent

0

0

Weekday PM Peak Hour
Bullumwaal Road (SE)

0.11

Excellent

2

4

Clifton West Road (N)

0.06

Excellent

6

2

Bullumwaal Road (NW)

0.03

Excellent

1

0

Saturday Peak Hour
Bullumwaal Road (SE)

0.08

Excellent

3

3

Clifton West Road (N)

0.05

Excellent

6

2

Bullumwaal Road (NW)

0.04

Excellent

1

0

As shown above, the intersection will continue to operate under ‘excellent’ conditions, with close
to no queues or delays experienced by motorists during the peak hours on a typical weekday or
Saturday.
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5.5

Site Access – Austroads Turn Lane Warrants

In determining an appropriate intersection configuration at the site access on Clifton West Road,
the anticipated post-development peak hour volumes were assessed against the turn lane
treatment warrants specified in the Austroads Guide to Traffic Management Part 6: Intersections,
Interchanges and Crossings. These warrants effectively balance the additional construction cost of
higher-order treatments against the reduction in estimated crash costs.
Based on the anticipated post-development traffic volumes, the turn lane requirements for the
Clifton West Road access are demonstrated in Figure 16 below.
Figure 16

Austroads Turn Treatment Warrants

As identified in the figure above, the anticipated turning movements at the site access indicate
that a basic left turn treatment (BAL) and a basic right turn treatment (BAR) would be required.
An example of a BAR treatment on the major road is provided in Figure 17 below.
Figure 17

Rural BAR Turn Treatment
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Despite the turn lane warrants outlined above, due to the native vegetation on the west side of
Clifton West Road at the proposed access location, it is not possible to widen the shoulder to the
west to provide for the passing area – as required for a BAR treatment. As such, an alternative
treatment at the site access point should be provided.
The two other treatment options for the site access intersection are an auxiliary right turn (AUR)
treatment or a channelised right turn treatment (CHR). An example of the AUR treatment is shown
in Figure 18, which is provided at the Clifton West Road / Maclure Drive intersection to the south of
the subject (Figure 19), and an example of the CHR treatment is shown in Figure 20.
Figure 18

Rural AUR Turn Treatment

Figure 19

Clifton West Road, AUR treatment at Maclure Drive intersection
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Figure 20

Rural CHR Turn Treatment

The major differences between the two treatments are that the right turn into the minor road is via
a shared lane for the AUR rather than a separate lane for the CHR, and that the primary through
lane on the major road holds the centre line for the AUR rather lane holds the outer edge of the
carriageway for the CHR.
Given the new intersection is on a bend in the road with somewhat limited sight lines, it is
considered beneficial to have the right turn movements protected and separated from the
through movements along Clifton West Road to reduce the likelihood of rear end crashes when a
vehicle is slowing down or waiting to turn right into the subdivision.
In addition, it is also considered beneficial to have the northbound lane along Clifton West Road
maintain the existing road alignment (CHR) rather than laterally shifting the lane to the east to
provide for a passing lane on the left (AUR) as it would increase the curve radius of the lane around
the bend.
Having regard to the above, BAL and CHR(S) turn treatments have been adopted for this design,
with a concept layout plan provided in Appendix A.

6

CONCLUSIONS

It is proposed to develop the subject site for the purposes of a residential subdivision comprising of
65 residential lots, with vehicle access via a new intersection with Clifton West Road.
Considering the analysis presented above, it is concluded that:
➢

The majority of the subdivision road network has been designed in accordance with
Infrastructure Design Manual and is considered appropriate;

➢

The anticipated traffic volumes generated by the development is not expected to have an
impact on the operation of Clifton West Road, the Bullumwaal Road / Clifton West Road
intersection or the surrounding road network; and

➢

There are no traffic engineering reasons which would preclude a permit from being issued for
this proposal.
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Appendix A
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Executive Summary and Assessments
The preparation of the Social Impact Assessment for 240 Clifton West Road, Mount Taylor has been
undertaken using current practice and following the outline prescribed by the East Gippsland Shire
Council under the Social Impact Assessment Guidelines for Development Applications (2015), a
reference document to the East Gippsland Planning Scheme.
The Assessment has considered all the matters that impact on the social health and community
wellbeing of the potential population at the proposed development. In many cases the data that is
available is sourced from the 2016 Population Census provided through the Australia Bureau of
Statistics (ABS). As such, a number of indicators have been extrapolated to 2021 using an average
growth rate for East Gippsland of 1.2% per annum. Using the broad East Gippsland percentage
growth is a conservative estimate but does provide some way of understanding the community into
which the proposed development will be placed.
The following assessment results are dealt with in more detail within the report but are provided here
in summary. The improvements that support high value social and wellbeing outcomes for the
residents within the proposed development site, will need to be undertaken by the developer. The
works external to the development that improve the safety and accessibility of Clifton West Rd and
Bullumwaal Road for all residents of Mt Taylor and beyond, will need to be factored into the planning
and funding of those public bodies responsible for road maintenance and construction.
•

That the environment in which the development is proposed provides excellent opportunities
for interactions with the local native landscape through walking and cycling and encourages
improved outcomes for mental and physical wellbeing.

•

That where possible there are recreational and experiential play opportunities that can be
designed within the proposed development, especially where they co-locate with natural
water flow management design.

•

That there is no necessity for any new services to be co-located or relocated to the proposed
development area. The close proximity to the large regional town of Bairnsdale with its
extensive range of health, education, cultural, recreational, retail and service provision is
sufficient to manage the demands of the potential development community.

•

That this community, if fully developed , will consist of approximately 174 people at the level
of 60 dwellings. This again uses local statistics that suggest that the average household in this
area is 2.9 persons per dwelling.

•

That both the East Gippsland Shire and the transport coordinator at Bairnsdale Secondary
School have stated that the access to school buses for current students living along Clifton
West Road is inadequate. The East Gippsland Shire reported that they are currently
considering the works required to improve the intersection at the corner of Bullumwaal Road
and Clifton West Road that will allow vehicles, both public and private, to safely turn into and
out of Clifton West Rd. This will have a positive effect on all current and future residents
along the length of the road.
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•

That there will be increased vehicle and cycling along Clifton West Road resulting from this
proposed development (and another currently under planning consideration) that will require
appropriate signage and visibility be provided by East Gippsland Shire to enhance the safety
of the road for all users.

•

That there is no requirement for the infrastructure or staffing of local schools and agencies to
factor in the increase in population from the proposed development as the capacity demands
are minor and will take a number of years to reach.

•

That employment opportunities have increased in the areas of health and social services
which now employ more people than other industry sectors, including agriculture.

•

That the proposed development is an opportunity for actions to be requested of both NBN
and the mobile service providers to improve digital connectivity to the site, based on an
increase in potential customers.

The pre-planning consultation carried out between Polis Planning and the Strategic Planning Manager
and Coordinators at East Gippsland Shire, discussed the proposed development as part of the
guidelines for the requirement of the SIA. There were no significant issues raised by EGSC at that time
that required specific investigation within the assessment process.
Declaration:
This report is provided in support of the planning application from the developers, Clifton West
Property Trust, for land at 240 Clifton West, Mount Taylor and represents a professional assessment
by Polis Planning of the social impacts of that proposal.

Bruce Smith M.Soc Sci, M.Sci, MPH.
Principal Consultant
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Introduction
The following Social Impact Assessment (SIA) is designed to examine the impact on communities,
services and agencies from a proposed multi-lot residential development at 256 Clifton West, Mount
Taylor.
The SIA will provide a reference document for Clifton West Property Trust, in its planning
applications, under the requirements of the East Gippsland Planning Scheme.
The scheme states, at 21.08-2 (p 192)
Applications for a subdivision which will create more than 60 lots are to provide a social impact
assessment in accordance with the East Gippsland Shire Council Social Impact Assessment Guidelines
for Development Applications.
The East Gippsland Shire Council Social Impact Assessment Guidelines for Development Applications
requires proposed developments to provide a Social Impact Assessment for the purposes of:• Identifying social issues and potential social impacts relevant to particular policies for
particular communities and circumstances;
• Assessing those impacts, in terms of their magnitude, duration, and the probability of their
occurrence; and
• Recommending measures that will reduce negative impacts and enhance positive impacts of
a decision.
(p:7)
In the case of a residential development in excess of 60 lots the Guidelines require a full Social Impact
Assessment.
4.1.2 Social Impact Assessment
A SIA is an in-depth assessment about the actual and potential social impacts. This assessment
should be undertaken by a suitably qualified professional.
The applicant should seek a meeting with council officers early in the process and follow
Council’s guidelines. A SIA for large developments should be undertaken early in the planning
process (e.g., at rezoning and or masterplan/precinct plan stage). The SIA accompanying
subsequent applications referring to the same site and development would then only need
consider those issues identified as outstanding from the SIA process. (p:10)
Polis Planning met by video with senior planning staff at East Gippsland Shire Council on 8 September
2021. Their requirements are discussed separately below; however, it was commented that this
proposal had been the first proposal for some time where there was a pre planning meeting held at
the request of the developers Social Impact Assessment consultant.
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The Development Proposal
This a proposed residential subdivision in a Low-Density Residential Zone1 at the northerly end of the
Clifton West Road in Mt Taylor. It will yield in excess of 60 large blocks with final numbers being
determined by a number of factors including drainage lines, internal road design and topography.
The development will be on land formerly used for livestock farming and includes four dams along a
west to east watercourse and has access to Clifton West Road along a 200-metre frontage. The land
has a broad west-east ridge with slopes to the south and north sides, where the dams are located.

The development will attract a range of family groups with children, seeking more living space and a
quieter environment and those looking to move to a semi-rural area, as part of pre or post retirement
plans. Increased migration from urban areas to regional communities has been a feature of the
demographic shifts that have been occurring over recent years with these numbers being further
intensified by the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Proximity to Bairnsdale, a regional centre with a range of retail, hospitality, health and recreation
facilities is an attractive feature of these developments and this study will assume that those existing
services and facilities need not be duplicated to service the community that will develop at 240 Clifton
West Road.
Where necessary, however, there will be a need for some services to factor in the community and this
will be discussed in more detail further in the report but are specifically about public transport access
and small increases to local schools. Car ownership will increase by 100-150 vehicles once all lots are

1

The Low-Density Residential Zone (LDRZ) is a ‘residential’ zone. It specifies a lot size of at least 0.4 hectares in areas
where reticulated sewerage is not connected or 0.2 hectares for each lot connected to reticulated sewerage. A different
lot size can be specified in a schedule to the zone. Source: DELWP-PPN 37 (2015)
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occupied and therefore there will be a need for the road manager to factor in the extra usage, based
on the traffic management study.

Pre-Planning Recommendations from the East Gippsland Shire Council Strategic
Planning Unit
Polis Planning met with Council planning staff on 8 September 2021 and discussed the proposed
development, with specific requests to understand any issues that Council wanted addressed within
the SIA, pertinent to the proposed site and its connections to social, economic and wellbeing
outcomes. The discussions are recorded as follows.
•

Council staff were aware of the issues identified by Polis Planning with regard to the inability
of public buses accessing Clifton West Road. As there is also a very recent parcel of land
designed for residential development at 30 Clifton West Road, that is going through the
permit process, there is greater pressure to resolve this issue and Council was aware that the
work requires to be done. No timeframe was discussed for when this may occur.

•

It was agreed that with its proximity to Bairnsdale, a major regional centre, there was no
reason for the SIA to require the establishment of new community, education or health
services to serve residents within the proposed development. Polis Planning has already
contacted relevant services to understand any capacity issues that will occur from the
proposed development. See further for more details.

•

The area is the most northerly part of the LDRZ in Clifton West Road and as such will not see
further residential development north of the development boundary. There will no doubt be
further infill along the road south of the proposed development, however it is unlikely that
this will have any significant effect on the residents at 240 Clifton West Road.

•

Where possible, there should be the opportunity for co-location of walking paths within the
drainage management zones to provide recreational and social activities, using appropriate
design, to improve wellbeing for residents of the proposed development.

Social Impact Assessment Process
Social Impact Assessment includes the processes of analysing, monitoring and managing the intended
and unintended social consequences, both positive and negative, of planned interventions (policies,
programs, plans, projects) and any social change processes invoked by those interventions. Its
primary purpose is to bring about a more sustainable and equitable biophysical and human
environment.
The important features of this definition are that:
The goal of impact assessment is to bring about a more ecologically, socio-culturally and economically
sustainable and equitable environment. Impact assessment, therefore, promotes community
development and empowerment, builds capacity, and develops social capital (social networks and
trust).
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The focus of concern of SIA is a proactive stance to development and better development outcomes,
not just the identification or amelioration of negative or unintended outcomes. Assisting communities
and other stakeholders to identify development goals, and ensuring that positive outcomes are
maximised, can be more important than minimising harm from negative impacts.
The methodology of SIA can be applied to a wide range of planned interventions and can be
undertaken on behalf of a wide range of actors, and not just within a regulatory framework.
SIA contributes to the process of adaptive management of policies, programs, plans and projects, and
therefore needs to inform the design and operation of the planned intervention.
SIA builds on local knowledge and utilises participatory processes to analyse the concerns of
interested and affected parties. It involves stakeholders in the assessment of social impacts, the
analysis of alternatives, and monitoring of the planned intervention.
The good practice of SIA accepts that social, economic and biophysical impacts are inherently and
inextricably interconnected. Change in any of these domains will lead to changes in the other
domains. SIA must, therefore, develop an understanding of the impact pathways that are created
when change in one domain triggers impacts across other domains, as well as the iterative or flow-on
consequences within each domain. In other words, there must be consideration of the second and
higher order impacts and of cumulative impacts.
In order for the discipline of SIA to learn and grow, there must be analysis of the impacts that
occurred as a result of past activities. SIA must be reflexive and evaluative of its theoretical bases and
of its practice.
While SIA is typically applied to planned interventions, the techniques of SIA can also be used to
consider the social impacts that derive from other types of events, such as disasters, demographic
change and epidemics.
-

From the International Association for Impact Assessment
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Social Impact Assessment Considerations- Social Demographics of Mount Taylor and
Surrounding Populations
Mount Taylor is a small residential and farming area, approximately 9 kilometres north-west of the
large regional town of Bairnsdale, in the Shire of East Gippsland.

Population
The total population of Mount Taylor was 286 at the time of the 2016 Census.

POPULATION MOUNT TAYLOR (2016)
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The average annual population growth across East Gippsland from 2007-2020 was estimated to be
1.2% p.a. This would put the current, estimated population of Mount Taylor at 286 x (5x 1.2) % = 303.
The August 2021 Census data, usually available in June of the following year, will provide greater
accuracy on the overall size and make-up of the population.

East Gippsland population change
2007-2020
+2.0
+1.5
+1.0
+0.5
0

We can make a number of observations from these statistics including the significant population
cohort from 55-74 years old and the small number of young people aged 15-24 years. This is typical of
regional and peri-regional centres where older people are aging within their own communities and
younger people find education and employment opportunities are more available in the major
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regional or urban based settings. The growth rates are also indicative of the relatively slow residential
market in East Gippsland, although there is recent evidence that there is a rise in in-migration that will
be confirmed by the ABS Census 2021 data. This has been facilitated by people moving from cities as
working from home becomes a more permanent facet of employment and people need not be
located within metro or urban environments. The COVID-19 pandemic has also been a major
influencer in people moving to regional and rural areas from the lockdown restrictions that have been
enforced in metropolitan areas.

Social Impact Assessment-Key Determinants of Growth
Effects of Proposed Development Population
This section of the report examines the social and cultural changes that may result from this
proposed development. Below we examine the current and future environments in and around the
site to understand this change and to not only identify any issues that need to be addressed but also
to evaluate the benefits that the proposal will bring.

Physical Amenity
The proposed development is in a farming and rural living area with strong environmental features,
such as rural vistas and proximity to forested areas with native timbers and plants. There is evidence
that natural environments contribute to Health and Wellbeing outcomes for residents, as discussed
by Ewart et al (2014)2.
Research has found that nature experiences can: contribute to physical health and psychosocial wellbeing (Ulrich et al., 1991; Burdette and Whitaker, 2005; Norman et al., 2010); foster a sense of
community (Breunig et al., 2010); increase spiritual awareness and well-being (Cosgriff et al., 2010);
and aid in recovery from mental fatigue and restore attention (Kaplan and Kaplan, 2005) (p.143)
The proposed development is situated 5 kms northwest of the town of Wy Yung, which itself is only 4
kms from the regional centre of Bairnsdale. As such there are few facilities within Wy Yung except a
hotel and a small bakery/general store. There is also a campus of Gippsland Grammar and the longstanding Clifton Waters Retirement Village.
The proposed development is serviced by Clifton West Road a small, sealed road that is used almost
exclusively by passenger vehicles. Public transport is not available to the proposed development due
to constraints to bus entry and egress at the junction with Bullumwaal Rd. This is discussed further in
the Report.

Recreational Amenity
Although there are no structured recreational parks proximate to the proposed development, the
location provides many opportunities for walking, cycling and engaging with the natural environment.
A structured park with activity equipment is available at Apex Park, which is located in Wy Yung at a
2

Ewert, A. W., Mitten, Denise, Overholt, Jillisa, & C.A.B. International, issuing body. (2014). Natural
environments and human health.
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distance of 5 km from the proposed development. The town of Bairnsdale has a full set of regional
sports facilities and clubs that support such activities as football, cricket, netball, basketball, soccer
and a range of aquatic and gym activities available at the Bairnsdale Aquatic and Recreation Centre
(BARC). The activities listed for the BARC are as follows:25m heated indoor pool

Warm water exercise
pool

Children's pool with
water features

Learn to Swim program

Spa and sauna

Health Club

Group fitness sessions

Kiosk / cafe

3-court stadium

Bairnsdale Aquatic and Recreation Centre

Social and Cultural Amenity
Like all multi-lot development proposals, communities form, based on their closeness to neighbours
and relationships build to accommodate their similarities and differences. These communities are also
strengthened by being able to engage with nearby social and cultural institutions and structures.
There is a very active hotel at Wy Yung that provides entertainment and the usual range of meals and
hospitality for local and other residents.
There is a wide range of social and cultural activities centred in Bairnsdale that provide for local and
regional users. These include:
Social Impact Assessment :240 Clifton West Rd, Mt Taylor
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•

Krowathunkooloong Keeping Place - Bataluk Cultural Trail

•

The Forge Theatre and Arts Hub

•

East Gippsland Art Gallery

•

The Hub including the U3A

•

Various Entertainment venues at Clubs and Hotels

•

Service Clubs-Rotary, Lions and Apex

•

Senior Citizens Club, Bairnsdale

•

Bairnsdale RSL

The Forge Theatre and Arts Hub

Krowathunkooloong Keeping Place - Bataluk Cultural Trail
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Health and Wellbeing
The East Gippsland municipality, as with the other 78 local government areas, is monitored by the
Department of Health across a number of health and wellbeing determinants. A brief overview of the
latest data from the 2017 Victorian Population Health Survey provides a context by which this SIA can
determine what health and wellbeing factors will need to be considered for the residents of the
proposed development.
Health and Wellbeing
Determinants

East Gippsland %

Victoria %

Obesity

21

19

Overweight

60

50

Daily consumer of sugar sweetened
soft drinks

10

10

Take-away food consumed > 1
day/week

20

15

Complied with vegetable consumption
guidelines

7

5

Insufficiently physically active

49

44

Daily smoker

14

12

Increased lifetime risk of alcoholrelated harm

56

43

Low or medium life satisfaction

18

20

Anxiety or depression

34

27

Two, or more, chronic diseases

30

25

Had a blood-pressure test in last 2
years

67

80

Had a mammogram to detect cancer
in last 2 year

79

79

Sought help for a mental health
related problem

15

18

Source: DoH: Victorian Population Health Survey 2017

Key to healthy lifestyles in East Gippsland is the reduction of the incidence of overweight and obesity
in the community, the increase of physical activity and better access to environments supportive of
positive mental wellbeing. This can be managed through both improved dietary composition and
increased access to healthy environments that support increased physical activity and mental health.
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The SIA process supports residential property development proposals where there is planned access
to open and shared spaces that supports connections between residents, where there are
opportunities for physical activity both within and proximate to the proposed development, good
access to health and wellbeing services and more structured activities within nearby recreational
facilities. The proposed development at 240 Clifton West Road, although not fully defined at the time
of this report, has strong indications that all of the above determining factors for a healthy lifestyle,
will be satisfied.
More detailed study of the internal spaces within the proposed development would promote
accessibility and safety as key to health and wellbeing, especially regarding the outcomes for social
inclusion and personal freedom, key elements of positive mental health environments.
Access to Health and Wellbeing Services

As discussed above, the proximity to the major regional town of Bairnsdale is an important
contributor to better health and wellbeing outcomes for residents of the proposed development.
Bairnsdale Regional Health Service is situated at 8.8 km from the proposed development. It provides a
range of clinical and diagnostic services from acute and emergency, surgical, maternity, orthopaedic
and a facility for aged care. Consulting rooms are available for visiting specialists within BRHS which
reduces the travel time to appointments for those living close to Bairnsdale.
Bairnsdale also has a number of General Practitioner Clinics and a range of allied health practitioners,
pharmacies and remedial health services. Gippsland Complete Health, a large community health
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service based in Bairnsdale and Lakes Entrance offers a range of medical, health and aged care
services, including Home and Community Care Services.

Gippsland Complete Health- Bairnsdale

Although there are always issues of retention and attraction of health professionals into regional
areas, which affects the availability of services, the development proposal is well positioned to be able
for residents to access the range of services in a regional centre within short distances and travel
times.

Transport
Public- Advice from the Bairnsdale Secondary College bus coordinator indicated that school buses can
only stop safely at the corner of Links Rd and Bullumwaal Rd Wy Yung, 270 metres southeast of the
entry to Clifton West Rd. The road entrance into Clifton West Road is not considered by the bus
services to be a safe area for students to be picked up or dropped off. This was discussed with East
Gippsland Shire Council as part of the pre-planning consultation for this SIA. As there is another more
recent residential development in Clifton West Road that will also contribute to the number of school
aged children/young people, Council believes that the road junction needs to be addressed, given the
growing numbers of students and the vehicle traffic from existing and new residential developments.
Private- With a minimum of 60 lots within the development proposal and an average of 86.5% of all
households in the Mt Taylor area having two or more vehicles, it could reasonably be expected that
there would be, over time, at least 100 vehicles associated with the proposed residential
development. Travel from the proposed development to Bullumwaal Rd is 2.4 kms and until there is
an opportunity for access to public or private buses, there will be increased vehicle traffic which
would have an impact on the existing community and the overall safety of the single access road.
There may well be a case for providing improved signage along this road to reduce speed or provide
notice where cars are entering from the small residential communities onto Clifton West Road. It
could also be expected that young people will be cycling to the bus stop on Bullumwaal Road, Wy
Yung in increased numbers, so until the access to Clifton West Road is improved to allow buses to
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enter the area, there should also be improved visibility and signage along the road as a safety
measure for cyclists and motorists.

Employment
Employment opportunities within East Gippsland and specifically Bairnsdale are discussed below.
Comparison area used is Regional Victoria as this provides a more appropriate perspectives on the
opportunities in regional and rural areas.

An analysis of the table above, by ID Profile, the East Gippsland Shire demographics provider,
indicated a shift in employment for full-time equivalent (EFT) of local workers in 2019/20, from
previous years. Indeed, the biggest decline is in the Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing sector, mainly
the agricultural sub-sector, which lost 954 EFT between 2015 and 2019. Conversely the Health Care
and Social Assistance sector gained 375 EFT making it the largest employment sector in East
Gippsland. Although this was the trend across Regional Victoria, the sharp decline in Agriculture was
more pronounced in East Gippsland.
Current, as of 2019/2020, these were the EFT of the leading (37%) employment sectors.
•

Health Care and Social Assistance (2,071 people or 14.0%)

•

Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing (1,923 people or 13.0%)

•

Education and Training (1,478 people or 10.0%)

The major differences between the jobs held by the full-time equivalent local workers of East
Gippsland Shire and Regional VIC were:
•

A smaller percentage of full-time equivalent local workers employed in Construction (9.1%
compared to 11.2%)
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•

A larger percentage of full-time equivalent local workers employed in Accommodation and
Food Services (6.7% compared to 5.1%)

•

A larger percentage of full-time equivalent local workers employed in Education and
Training (10.0% compared to 8.7%)

•

A smaller percentage of full-time equivalent local workers employed in Manufacturing (8.7%
compared to 9.8% 3

These changes indicate the skills base of the East Gippsland workforce has moved from agriculture to
the health service and education industries, especially those engaged in medical and other
healthcare services (allied health). In terms of the employment prospects for those likely to become
residents in the proposed development, acting as a small satellite community to Bairnsdale, there
would be greater opportunities for positions to be available in Bairnsdale and surrounding districts
where the majority of the health and education services are represented.

Education and Childcare
Using the existing demographic profile of Mount Taylor, we can assume that the proposed
development will contain 174 people if we use a base of 60 dwellings. This is calculated on the
average number of people per household in this area as 2.9. The current percentages of the following
age groups gives the estimated number of young people for the base 60 dwellings.
Education/Care Stage

Age Group

Childcare/Kindergarten
Primary
Primary/Secondary
Secondary/Tertiary/TAFE

0-4
5-9
10-14
15-19
Total

Percentage of overall
population
6.7
6.4
5.3
6.7
25.1

Projected Number
12
11
9
12
44

Childcare is an important part of the established trend for both parents or a single parent (in a single
parent household) to be engaged in either full or part-time employment. As part of the income
generation capacity of households, childcare needs to be both affordable and available. Although
there are a number of childcare centres in and around Bairnsdale, it is common for services to express
high demands and waiting lists. Many childcare centres also provide 3- and 4-year-old kindergarten as
a result of the funding of universal kindergarten in Victoria. Federal Government subsidies for
childcare are available to parents through Services Australia and are based on income and hours of
employment.
As there are a number of childcare and kindergarten services within 8-9 kms of the proposed
development, it is considered that, despite shortages of places, new residents with young children
could be confident that they would have opportunity to find a local childcare/kindergarten provider.

3

Available at ID Profile: https://economy.id.com.au/wegs/employment-by-industryfte?WebID=110&BMID=20
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Primary school students would be able to access Lucknow Primary School (6.8 kms from the proposed
development) as their closest government school with secondary school students accessing
Bairnsdale Secondary College. There are choices in non-government schools including Catholic
primary school, St Marys and secondary, Nagle College and other private education providers
including, Gippsland Grammar, Wild Cherry School (a Waldorf/Steiner school K-6) and the Bairnsdale
Christian Community School.
The issues of transport have been discussed above and should be resolved as the demand from
student numbers increases with take-up of residential lots.
There are ongoing issues that relate to the uptake of tertiary positions from students in East
Gippsland that are either related to the limited offerings of tertiary institutions in the municipality,
the distance to metropolitan and regional universities or the cost of attending geographically distant
learning institutions. The amalgamation of universities that have seen the development of Federation
University and its vocational offerings from Federation TAFE, have improved the situation over the
past five years however there are still a number of existing barriers to tertiary education.
There are also a number of Registered Training Organisations that provide full online and accredited
programs that have become more accessible to East Gippsland students and learners of all ages. This
also goes to the discussion below on digital connectivity
Distances to a range of education facilities are shown as indicative of the proximity to the proposed
development.
•

Bairnsdale Childcare and Kindergarten-6.8 kms

•

BK’s Early Learning Centre-8.2 kms

•

Lucknow Primary school- 6.8 kms

•

Bairnsdale Secondary-8.2 kms

•

Nagle College &St Mary’s Primary-11.3 kms

•

Gippsland Grammar-5.4 kms

•

Federation TAFE- 8.5 kms.

•

Federation University -172 kms

•

The Hub- Community Learning/ Tertiary Hub- 8.1 kms

Positive Ageing
The East Gippsland Shire Council has a policy document Ageing Well in East Gippsland 4that outlines
a strategy for building an age friendly community in East Gippsland. Given that East Gippsland is one
4

Available at https://www.eastgippsland.vic.gov.au/council/age-friendly-communities-strategy
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of Victoria’s highest per capita populations of ageing people, with a prediction that almost 40 per cent
of the population being over 60 years by 2020, it has joined the other 19 municipalities within Victoria
that have already super aged. The Council strategy outlines the following supporting and key actions.
•

Leading a Victorian Government funded project for developing East Gippsland as an agefriendly community, through planning and community engagement;

•

Investing in infrastructure upgrades that support the economic and social benefits of towns
adopting an age-friendly approach to future growth; and

•

Developing an age-friendly network that supports, promotes and celebrates ageing as a
positive outcome of our wellbeing and as a catalyst for inter-generational engagement and
respect.

The wellbeing opportunities for an older group of residents in the proposed development is
supported by a range of clubs ( eg. Bairnsdale Senior Citizens) and activities specifically designed for
their use within the Bairnsdale area. A previously mentioned, there are good health and care services
available from both the BRHS , GP practices and allied health teams, as well as Home and Community
Care (HACC) providers working under the My Aged Care funding from the federal government.
Gippsland Lakes Complete Care is a major provider of the HACC program for the region and is based
in Bairnsdale and Lakes Entrance.
There are also opportunities for older residents to engage in adult learning through the 400 member
Bairnsdale University of the Third Age (U3A) based at the Hub, in Dalmahoy Street Bairnsdale.

Services for Young People
East Gippsland has a history of engagement with young people through East Gippsland Shire Council,
various community and service agencies, sporting clubs and education providers. The recent
establishment of Headspace in Bairnsdale has been a positive step in providing mental health and
other services for young people and there are existing programs such as the East Gippsland Youth
Ambassadors that provide a voice for young people and the FreeZa, a youth led performance program
that provides drug and alcohol-free entertainment activities throughout the year.
Sporting clubs provide both recreational and competitive activities for young people and many clubs
are involved in campaigns with Gippsport that promote the Good Sports programs.
All these opportunities are freely available to young people within the proposed development
although independent travel to these organisations and programs are not well serviced due to limited
bus transport. Until this is addressed young people will remain reliant on car travel with parents and
friends, although cycling to Bairnsdale is an alternative.
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Cultural Diversity and Connection
East Gippsland has the fourth highest Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander (ATSI) communities in
Victoria with 3.4% of all Bairnsdale residents identifying themselves as ATSI. There are a number of
Aboriginal organisation within Bairnsdale including a large health, housing and social service
organisation, Gippsland and East Gippsland Aboriginal Co-operative (GEGAC), which also co-locates
with the cultural centre, Krowathunkooloong -Keeping Place.
Although rural and regional areas of East Gippsland have a very high proportion of residents born in
Australia there are an increasing number of migrants moving into these areas. The 2016 Census states
that Bairnsdale has 20.6% of its residents born outside of Australia. Although the majority of these
come from English speaking countries (United Kingdom, New Zealand) and those from European
countries ( Netherlands, Italy, Greece, there is a growing number of those from Asian countries
(Philippines, India, China). These figures are distorted by the almost 50% of the ABS count of people
who do not identify as Australian born, nor do they identify their country of birth.
The concepts of cultural diversity are more commonly discussed in the current literature as ‘cultural
connection’. This provides a much clearer view on the contribution of people from across cultures to
contribute equally to the vibrancy of their communities. Where potential residents of the proposed
development represent a diverse cultural background, there are existing opportunities within
Bairnsdale to engage with the broader community in both employment, education and socio-cultural
life. The East Gippsland Shire Council is firmly behind such opportunities for connection through their
arts and culture programs and their Council Vision, stated as - “East Gippsland is an inclusive and
innovative community”.

Retail Services
The proposed development has easy access to Bairnsdale (7.8 Kms). As a regional centre with a
combined population across its district of approximately 15,500 (estimated for 2021), Bairnsdale
provides a range of retail experiences for current and newly arriving residents. All major supermarket
chains (Coles, Woolworths and Aldi) and a range of electrical white goods stores are represented in
Bairnsdale and there are a large number of small retail stores that cater to specific shopper needs.
Large hardware stores are also available (Bunnings, Dahlsens) with local car dealerships available for
most popular model vehicles. There is also a range of businesses that provide repairs and servicing of
vehicles, electrical goods, gardening and maintenance for the community.

Digital Communications
Although a relatively new addition to Social Impact Assessment, there is a growing demand for study
of the provision of digital connectivity as one of the determinants of where people decide to live and
how they function in a new digital age. The growth of home-based work, online education, health
monitoring or recreational use, such as video streaming, and the connection to friends, families and
the broad, global marketplace will only increase in coming years. Two contributors to the decisions
that households make on internet and mobile services are based on their availability and affordability.
The following shows the type and coverage of both mobile services and NBN provision for the
proposed development.
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NBN Fixed Wireless is available to this area, although it requires activation through antenna
installation on the premise. Fixed Wireless connections also require a connection box to be installed
at the point where the cable from the outdoor antenna enters the premise.
There are two major NBN towers that could provide this service- reception basically determined by
the line of sight between the proposed development and the towers.
•

NBN Co Site at 180 Mount Lookout Rd Mt Taylor

•

NBN Co Site at 170 Deptford Rd Granite Rock

Given the growing numbers of residences that are being approved along Clifton West Road, there
may well be a case for Council to seek interest from NBN to instal Fibre To The Node (FTTN) or Fibre
To the Premises (FTTP). NBN are always looking to maximise their return on investment and are often
attracted to areas where there is a growing consumer market. The proposed development at 240
Clifton West Road would add to that market.
Mobile Coverage
Service providers such as Telstra, Optus and Vodaphone have existing infrastructure that provides
mobile service to the proposed development area. The Telstra 4G service is not of consistent strength
across the area, due mostly to topographical differences. The pattern of service is provided below5
and indicates that there are areas with 30-40% signal strength. There may be a need for some
households to instal booster equipment to improve their residential mobile signal. Improving signal
strength can be requested through Telstra which, given the proposed development will have a
potential of 60 or more residences, there is a case for that work to be undertaken.

p

5

Available at https://www.mobilecoverage.com.au
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Social and Community Infrastructure
As discussed above there is no requirement for the proposed development to undertake changes to
the existing social/cultural infrastructure. This SIA suggests that because of the proximity to
Bairnsdale, a large regional town which has existing and significant socio/cultural infrastructure, there
will be no effect on that capacity coming from the relatively small population increase from the
proposed development.
However, in order to undertake the approved process for Council the following assessment was
completed using only one scenario of population growth. Because of the relatively small population
increase there was no need to attempt to project maximum and minimum scenarios as neither would
have made any significant impact over the period 2016-2036. The Victoria in Future6 projections for
Bairnsdale and surrounds predict a population increase of 1.3% per annum.
The only element of the assessment that required calculation was the childcare/ kindergarten needs
of the Mt Taylor community, from 2016-2036 and then with the additional number of children as
outlined above. There was a slight shift in numbers of childcare spaces required over the 20 years.
There is also a requirement of an ‘informal playground within 500 metres of all residences’ that are
justified within the Council SIA Assessment Guidelines. This report suggests that making use of the
water management zones to facilitate recreational activity would provide ample areas for
experiential play, utilising the natural environment as a source for exploration and engagement.
This is, of course, a prediction based on current statistics and not reflective of the changes that are
happening currently and may occur into the next 15 years. The 2021 ABS statistics will reveal new
data that may indicate that regional areas will experience continuing growth at a greater rate than
predicted

6

Victoria in Future available at https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/land-use-and-population-research/victoria-infuture
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QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL/COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE ACROSS THREE DEMOGRAPHIC SCENARIOS
Existing

Facility

Benchmark

Early Learning Centres/ Children’s Services

Comm’ty

New Dev’t

Comm’ty

Scenario 1

Total
Proj’d

2

2

(b)

(c)

(b) + (c)

<1

<1

<1

<1

Long day child care (place)

Equivalent of 1 session: 14 infants (0
year olds)
1 place: 4.8 children aged 0‐6

5

5

3

8

Occasional care

1 place: 28 children aged 0‐6

<1

<1

<1

1

Kindergarten (place)
Maternal and Child Health
(session)

1 place: 2.2 children aged 4 years
(assumes 90% of demand is met by
dedicated Council preschools)1
1 EFT Nurse: 140 infants (0 year olds)

(a)

Projected

1

3

New Dev’t
Scenario 2
(d)

Total
Proj’d
(b) +(d)

New Dev’t
Scenario 3
(e)

Total
Proj’d
(b) + (e)

Community Facilities
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1 room: 6,000‐10,000 residents

N/A

N/A

1 venue: 1: 20,000 residents

N/A

N/A

Centre based library

1 static library: 30,000 residents

N/A

N/A

Community arts venue

1 venue: 60,000 residents

N/A

N/A

Museum

1 venue: 30,000‐130,000 residents

N/A

N/A

Art Gallery

1: 30,000‐150,000 residents

N/A

N/A

Performing arts venue

1: 50,000‐200,000 residents

N/A

N/A

Civic/cultural space

1: 25,000 residents

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Sub‐regional park

1 park: 3,000‐5,000 residents. Min of
8ha.
1 park: 30,000+ residents. Min of 8ha

N/A

N/A

Football field

1 field: 5,000 residents

N/A

N/A

Cricket field

1 field: 4,000 residents

N/A

N/A

Neighbourhood community centre

1 centre: 3,500‐15,000 residents

Multipurpose community centre

1 centre: 20,000‐30,000 residents

Community meeting room/hall
Youth space/facility
Cultural Facilities

Active Recreation Facilities
District park
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Existing

Facility
Soccer field

Benchmark
1 field: 5,000 residents

Comm’ty

N/A
(a)

Projected

New Dev’t

Comm’ty
(b)

Scenario 1
(c)

Total
Proj’d
(b) N/A
+ (c)

1 Court: 7000 residents

N/A

Tennis court

1 court: 3,000 residents

N/A

N/A

Lawn bowls green

1 green: 10,000 residents

N/A

N/A

Field for lower profile sports

1 field: 15,000 residents

N/A

N/A

Indoor multipurpose court

1 court: 10,000 residents

N/A

N/A

Indoor aquatic/leisure centre

1 venue: 60,000 residents

N/A

N/A

Passive space

1ha: 1000 people

N/A

N/A

Informal park

Within 500m of every household

YES

YES

1 park: 750‐3,000 people, generally
min of 1ha
1 park: 3,000‐5,000 residents. Min of
2ha
1 park: 30,000+ residents. Min of 5ha

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1 park: 200,000 or 20min drive. Minof
5‐10ha

N/A

N/A

Playgrounds

Within 500m of every household

YES

YES

Playground

1 playground: 250 children aged 0‐12
years

N/A

N/A

Netball Court

New Dev’t
Scenario 2
(d)

Total
Proj’d
(b) +(d)

New Dev’t
Scenario 3
(e)

Total
Proj’d
(b) + (e)

Hockey

Passive Open Space

Local/neighbourhood park
District park
Sub‐regional park
Regional park
Playgrounds

Education Facilities
Government primary students

55% of children aged 5‐11

Government secondary students

47% of children aged 12‐17

Catholic primary students

25% of children aged 5‐11

Catholic secondary students

25% of children aged 12‐17

Independent school students

10% of children aged 12‐17
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people centred planning for
change

8/83 esplanade
lakes entrance 3909
victoria

e: bruce@polisplanning.com.au
m: +61407414994
w: https://polisplanning.com.au
abn: 77979108062

A.B.N. 24 006 331 184

152 Macleod St.
PO Box 722,
Bairnsdale, VIC 3875
P: 5152 5011
F: 5152 5705
E: contact@crowthersadler.com.au
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Water Supply Requirements
Lots 1, 2, 57, 58, 59, 60, 64 & 65
Prior to the occupancy of a dwelling on Lots 1, 2, 57, 58, 59, 60, 64 & 65 an
effective water supply with a minimum capacity of 10,000 litres for firefighting
purposes must be installed and comply with the following requirements, unless
otherwise agreed in writing by the relevant fire authority:
•

Be stored in an above ground water
tank constructed of concrete or metal.

•

Have all fixed above ground water pipes
and fittings required for firefighting
purposes made of corrosive resistant
metal.

•

Be readily identifiable from the building
or appropriate identification signs to the
satisfaction of the relevant fire authority.

•

Be located within 60 metres of the outer
edge of the approved building.

•

The outlet/s of the water tank must be
within 4 metres of the accessway and
unobstructed.

•

Incorporate a separate ball or gate
valve (British Standard Pipe (BSP 65
millimetre) and coupling (64 millimetre
CFA 3 thread per inch male fitting).

•

Any pipework and fittings must be a
minimum of 65 millimetres (excluding
the CFA coupling).

Example of CFA Water Supply Marker

Example of Acceptable Static
Water Supply Location

CFA Standard Static Water Supply Fittings
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Construction Standard
Lot 1
The construction of a dwelling on Lot 1 must be designed and constructed to a
minimum Bushfire Attack Level 29 in accordance with AS 3959-2009.
Lot 2
The construction of a dwelling on Lot 2 must be designed and constructed to a
minimum Bushfire Attack Level 12.5 in accordance with AS 3959-2009.
Lot 57
The construction of a dwelling on Lot 57 must be designed and constructed to a
minimum Bushfire Attack Level 12.5 in accordance with AS 3959-2009.
Lot 58
The construction of a dwelling on Lot 58 must be designed and constructed to a
minimum Bushfire Attack Level 29 in accordance with AS 3959-2009.
Lot 59
The construction of a dwelling on Lot 58 must be designed and constructed to a
minimum Bushfire Attack Level 29 in accordance with AS 3959-2009.
Lot 60
The construction of a dwelling on Lot 60 must be designed and constructed to a
minimum Bushfire Attack Level 12.5 in accordance with AS 3959-2009.
Lot 64
The construction of a dwelling on Lot 64 must be designed and constructed to a
minimum Bushfire Attack Level 12.5 in accordance with AS 3959-2009.
Lot 65
The construction of a dwelling on Lot 65 must be designed and constructed to a
minimum Bushfire Attack Level 29 in accordance with AS 3959-2009.
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Vegetation Management

Lots 1, 2, 57, 58, 59, 60, 64 & 65
All areas shown
and all areas within the Building Envelope not
containing structures within the boundaries of Lots 1, 2, 57, 58, 59, 60, 64 & 65
must be managed to the following requirements, unless otherwise agreed by
the relevant fire authority:
•

Grass must be short cropped and maintained during the declared fire
danger period.

•

All leaves and vegetation debris must be removed at regular intervals
during the declared fire danger period.

•

Within 10 metres of a building, flammable objects must not be located
close to the vulnerable parts of the building.

•

Plants greater than 10 centimetres in height must not be placed within 3
metres of a window or glass feature of the building.

•

Shrubs must not be located under the canopy of trees.

•

Individual and clumps of shrubs must not exceed 5 square metres in
area and must be separated by at lease 5 metres.

•

Trees must not overhand or touch any elements of the building.

•

The canopy of trees must be separated by at least 5 metres.

•

There must be a clearance of at least 2 metres between the lowest tree
branches and ground level.
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